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Why flex?
1. Adjust to weather
2. Prioritize other more time-sensitive 

operations
• Planting
• Weed control



2013:  Largest wet spring in 
history

• We made maps like 
this one going back 
to 1900

• My rule of thumb:  
more than 16” of rain 
April-June = high risk of 
N deficiency

• Areas that wet in 2013 
are shown in crosshatch



More wet area in the 
central U.S.

99.97% chance that this is realI think you better have a good 
plan in place for wet years



• Crosshatch area: 
Danger Zone for N 
loss (above 16” 
rain April-June)

• Nitrogen Watch 
(since 2009)

• Updated weekly 
April-June

2017:  wet in 
Wisconsin



July 7, halfway from here to IL



July 27



August 16

I’m looking for (can pay for) yield 
maps of 2017 fields with N stress



Wisconsin 2017
• I see some fields that lost yield due to N 

stress in the satellite images
• But not a lot of fields

• I heard of numerous retail locations 
making late N applications when I called 
in July





Rank these 3
If you’re 3 weeks later than planned in getting them 
done, which will affect yield the most?

1. Planting
2. N application
3. Weed control



N timing:  no net yield impact from 
planting until 4 feet tall (not wet)
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Biologically, the corn plant gives 
you a surprising amount of 

flexibility with N timing



What if weather causes you to 
completely miss your preplant N 

application?

Ken Ferrie (Farm Journal):  “Never let 
corn have a bad day”

Ken Ferrie:  “N deficiency V5 to V8 
might cut 18 rows to 14 or 16”



Does N stress cut back on 
row number?

• Michigan field day 2016:  zero N plot had 
same rows/ear as plot with 200 N at 
planting

• Zero plot had massive N deficiency
• Chlorophyll meter said “apply 200 lb N”



Does N stress cut back on 
row number?

• 11 years continuous corn with zero N
• Zero N treatment in 2017

• 135 bushels behind best treatment
• 0.3 rows behind best treatment

• It takes massive N deficiency to reduce 
row number



No pre N:  shot in the foot?
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How necessary is preplant N, and what 
if I get delayed with my sidedress?
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I’ve never seen row number 
reduced by N stress in a field

I think we worry about row 
number too much

Maybe on sandy soils?



Rank these 3
If you’re 3 weeks later than planned in getting them 
done, which will affect yield the most?

1. Planting
2. N application
3. Weed control



Is preplant N needed for 
wheat?  Not really

1 bushel 
advantage

Average of 8 Missouri experiments, 
ave 80 & 120 lb N rates


Chart1

		1/3 fall, 2/3 spring

		spring only



fall+spring

71.75

70.75



Sheet1

				1/3 fall, 2/3 spring		spring only

		fall+spring		71.75		70.75









If the corn plant gives you 
flexibility with N timing, 
what’s the bottleneck?

Equipment



Spring N
• I like dry with a cart on corn that’s 1-2 feet 

tall



Topdressing dry N with a cart
• I like dry with a cart on corn that’s 1-2 feet 

tall
• Relatively fast, relatively cheap, controlled 

by you
• There will be some burn, but minimal yield 

effect
• Use Agrotain / generic NBPT on urea
• Make sure your pattern is good



N catch 2016 production field



Yield was low where N catch was low



Key to flexibility

1. Lots of new high-clearance machines in the past 10 
years, dry & liquid

2. Increasing availability  of planes for N

Machinery makes 
it possible



Key to flexibility

In 2012, the drought 
was so bad that some 
producers skipped the 
extra N

A common program 
being promoted is:
2/3 fall or preplant N
1/3 high-clearance N

Power to flex up or down





Rescue N—the most 
important ‘flex’



Rescue N—100’ with, 100’ without

+30 bu

0 bu If you can see it, 
it’s money



Rescue N 2015:  Big yield 
response

Rescue N yield 
impact

With Without
170 130Rescue N applied at tassel stage



The worse it looks, 
the more it responds





N with airplanes
• A great tool
• We need to use them better (MO 2015)
• One pilot:  tender took 8.5 minutes to fill 

him
• Two pilots (one from Arkansas) standing 

around at the airport at 9:30 am looking at 
a stack of field printouts

• Plan in the winter:  Who?  How?
• AgriFlyNetwork.com 



Now that is how to load a                                        
plane fast



Published by the 
American Society 
of Agronomy in 
2015



Putting it all together

•Lots of good plans
•The plan has to fit the operation
•Here are a couple that I like



Flex plan 1
•Full rate fall N on 20% of intended 
corn acres

•Spring anhydrous as weather allows
•Plant when it’s right (stop spring 
anhydrous)

•Sidedress or topdress the rest
•Rescue N on fall N acres when 
needed



Flex plan 2

•Maybe a little with P&K, planter, or 
herbicide

•Main application with dry cart at 1 
to 2 feet tall

•Mop-up with high-clearance or 
plane



Flex plan 3

•50 in late spring with P&K or 
herbicide

•Main application variable-rate
• Canopy sensors or
• Imagery

•Planned 2-pass opens door for 
better rate diagnosis 
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